
Waterproof case for smartphone up to 5.5"
SKU: TEWATEREDGEK

Waterproof floating case for smartphone up to 5.5'' with IPX8 certification; neck strap
included; black colour

Bring your smartphone to the beach without worries: this waterproof case best protects your device not only from water but also
from sun and sand!
This floating protective case boasts several strengths. You can take it anywhere, thanks to the comfortable neck strap with clip,
and use the camera thanks to the touch properties of the transparent coating.
The case has no edges: you can use the side keys on your smartphone without any difficulty. This useful, certified IPX8 accessory
will also allow you to go up to 3 metrew under water.
Inserting your smartphone into the case is very simple : just open the case and, once the device is positioned, carefully fix the
two hooks for closing.

Before using the case, carry out a preliminary immersion test by inserting a piece of paper or fabric inside the case. Place the case
in a basin of water and move it around for at least 5 minutes. Then dry the case, open the closure and check that the paper or
fabric is completely dry. In the event it is wet do not use the case. The company does not guarantee the case against accidental
damage or natural wear and tear. Make sure your insurance covers the contents.

Features:

IPX8 certification: suitable for temporary immersion down to 3 metres (max 60 minutes)
For smartphone up to 5.5'' (95x160mm)
Transparent and with touch function
Access to camera
The case does not allow the recognition of digital fingerprints, but it will be possible to unlock the smartphone via code.



Waterproof case for smartphone up to 5.5"
SKU: TEWATEREDGEK

Technical data
Material: TPU + PVC  
Included accessories: Necklace  
EAN: 8018417266065  
SKU: TEWATEREDGEK  
Weight: 46 g  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 20 mm  
Width Pack: 90 mm  
Depth Inner: 190 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 86 g  
Width Inner: 140 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 610 mm  
Height Inner: 290 mm  
Weight Inner: 580 g  
Width Master: 580 mm  
Amount Master: 72  
Height Master: 330 mm  
Weight Master: 7670 g  
Number of products included Pack: 1  
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